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The "Bring-it-on J.C." statue is a sign of inspiration for students 
by Ed Bessenbacher 
The golden-brown carving of Jesus 
hanging in the field house, welcoming 
all who enter from the transparent brick 
wall above the steps descending to the 
hardwood floor; has done so since 
1960, but is now taking on a new 
image as the "Bring-it-on Jesus." 
Although it is no "Touchdown 
Jesus" as seen at the University of 
Notre Dame, it is not even the most 
noticeable piece of art on the Regis 
campus. It is all too often lost as 
people walk from the doors to their 
seats within the athletic facility. But 
some have taken notice recently of the 
subtle statue and feel that, in a way, it 
fits perfectly within the context of the 
field house, sending a message of 
courage and confidence to opponents 
entering. 
Sophomore Alex Glueckler was 
one of the first to tag the statue with its 
light-hearted new nickname. "I'd really 
never noticed the statue before, with all 
the holes in the wall you really don't 
even look up there. I just thought his 
arms, stretched out like they are, were 
saying 'bring it on'." Though Glueckler 
"Bring-it-on J.C. statue· 
photo by Dan Delaney 
is quick to acknowledge that this 
interpretation of the statue is far frpm 
the original purpose of the carving, he 
stated that it seemed appropriate that 
such a statue has been in the field 
house for the past years. "I think it fits 
in well with our attitude for athletics," 
Glueckler said. 
The original reason for placing the 
statue in that location goes back to 
1960, when the Regis University field 
house was first opened and the carving 
hung on the wall. The statue was then 
dedicated by William Diss, a Regis 
alumnus from the class of 1950, to his 
late father who had died two years 
prior. According to Diss, who had a 
brother that also graduated from Regis, 
the statue was already in place in the 
field house, when he was asked if he 
would like to dedicate it. "It was for my 
father," Diss said. "He was a country 
banker in Eastern Colorado. A lot of 
people didn't get to go to high school or 
college then." Diss gladly accepted the 
offer from the Regis administration to 
dedicate the carving as a way to honor 
his father, and the plaque below it still 
reads, "In memory of William T. Diss," 
who died in 1958. 
Diss's connection with Regis 
has remained strong through the years. 
His five children all attended Regis, 
and he is the chairman of the Planned 
Giving council, as well as a contributor 
to various other organizations within 
the university. But one of the most 
lasting gifts he has given to this school 
still hangs in the field house entryway: 
a touching form of remembrance for his 
father, and now also a less significant, 
but still meaningful symbol of Regis 
athletic prowess, from a great 
supporter of Regis University. 
Hickenlooper lowers parking meter rates to ease holiday shopping 
by Kathleen Ryan 
Finally something has been done 
to ease the annoyance that coin-
grubbing devices, namely parking 
meters, inflict on Lower Downtown 
Denver shoppers, theatergoers, diners, 
and other visitors. Thankfully, Mayor 
John Hickenlooper, meeting campaign 
promises and following the advice of 
his recently formed "parking task 
force," has lowered the hourly parking 
rate in the LoDo area from $1.50 to 
$1.00, which became effective the day 
after Thanksgiving, which also 
happened to be a very busy holiday 
shopping day. Hickenlooper has also 
stated that parking will be free on 
Sundays for at least a year. 
For more than a year, there 
have been numerous universal 
complaints and frustrations with 
downtown parking meter rates. Both 
visitors and local residents have been 
asking for change to make Denver 
more accessible, convenient and 
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affordable to visitors. Furthermore, the 
more expensive and inconvenient it is 
to park downtown, the greater the 
burden on local businesses, their 
customers, and anyone who wants to 
enjoy these amenities. 
According to the Denver Post, the 
higher rates generated $1 million for 
the city, but created ill will among 
businesses and sent some would-be 
shoppers and diners scurrying for the 
suburbs and other less expensive parts 
of town. However, with all of these 
recent changes, Denver residents, 
visitors and small businesses will all 
experience benefits. City Council 
president Elbra Wedgeworth, a 
member of the task force, stated, "Our 
main focus has to be service first, and 
financial benefits (to the city) second." 
The mayor also announced a 
one-time only parking ticket late-fee 
amnesty program. Beginning on 
November 12th and up until December 
31st, all late penalties are waived, 
One of the many parking meters in LoDo 
photo by Dan Delaney 
meaning drivers have to pay only the 
original ticket amount. In the past, a 
$20 ticket normally became a $40 
ticket after a certain period of time, but 
Hickenlooper saw no reason for this. 
As the Denver Post reports, the city 
has 1.1 million unpaid parking tickets 
totaling $45 million. If just a fraction of 
these people take advantage of the 
amnesty program, it will help make up 
the expected $1 million loss from meter 
revenue. 
(continued on page 2) 
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40th anniversary of JFK assassination raises conspiracy questions 
by Andrew Cole 
By the time this 'hits the news 
stands' you will all be back from 
Thanksgiving break, a little bit heavy 
and a lot more stressed out, with 
finals just a week away. However, I'm 
going to ask you to remember back 
just over a week to the 40th 
anniversary of the assassination of 
President John F Kennedy. I've been 
reading and watching a bit about that 
day forty years ago in Dallas, and I 
feel that I need to say something 
about it. There was no conspiracy. 
As the BBC's Gavin Esler writes: 
"there is no factual basis to believe 
any of the conspiracy theories at all. 
I know this is going to break some 
of your hearts and anger others, but it 
needs to be said. For those of you 
who like to partake in the conspiracy 
theory talk just for the fun of it, I can 
say that I understand. It is interesting 
to ask "what if?" But I also know that 
there are a significant number of 
people out there that really believe 
some of this junk that people make 
up. Just look at some of the websites 
that have been dedicated to the 
subject, let alone the numerous books 
and even full length feature films. 
I could go through and dispel the 
entirely circumstantial evidence from 
each of the theories, but they only 
Drop i11 meter fees 
(continuei:I from page 1) 
Another option for holders of 
parking tickets is Reash Keys", which 
is currently under a promotional 
special. Cash Keys were 
manufactured in order to prevent 
individuals from being stuck 
downtown without any quarters. They 
are prepaid parking keys that 
motorists can use like debit cards in 
meters. About a month ago, 
Hickenlooper announced that the city 
will be waiving the standard $15 
deposit on parking meter keys until 
the end of the year, after which the 
key deposit will be $10. Currently, 
Cash Keys are available at five 
locations around Denver. The city has 
also been working with the Downtown 
Denver Partnership and the business 
community to find additional 
distribution points for Cash Keys. 
Obviously, more work needs 
to be done to address Denver's 
parking problems. but this short-term 
solution was a welcoming start. After 
these recent changes, consumers 
should not be worried about emptying 
their piggy banks full of change before 
heading downtown to do some 
holiday shopping. Denver has worked 
too hard over the years to make 
downtown a lively and trendy 
destination to see its image become 
flawed over 50 cents an hour. 
give me a few hundred words. 
Instead, I'm going to go about this in a 
different way. I'm going to make the 
argument that people are too stupid 
and like to talk way to much for any 
kind of conspiracy on the level of 
assassinating the President to actually 
take place without so much as a word 
leaked to the press before or after the 
event. 
Think about it this. There are 
people in our intelligence committee 
who can't even keep their mouths shut 
when people's lives depend on it. The 
reason that CIA operative's names are 
not given out is because their lives 
depend on it. Oh well, someone blew 
that one a couple months ago. 
Or consider the memo that was 
recently leaked to the media that 
made the Democrats cringe. The 
memo coming from Senators on the 
Intelligence Committee that outlined 
their plan to attack the Republicans for 
failed intelligence on the run up to the 
war in Iraq. Whatever your political 
views, maybe this memo was an 
embarrassment at the least that made 
the party look more concerned with 
partisan gains than with finding 
intelligence that can help Americans 
abroad. 
The point is that people can't 
seem to keep their mouths shut. If 
there was really a plot between the 
35th President, the late John F. Kennedy 
photo courtesy of www. web 11 tv. com 
Russians, the Mob, and the Cubans, 
do you really think that all the people 
involved could really keep quiet? 
Even in the forty years after the 
murder took place. The monetary 
incentive from the book rights to the 
story of an insider of a conspiracy like 
that would be reason enough to talk, 
let alone the general stupidity and 
tendency to gossip that is part of our 
nature to begin with. 
The truth of the matter is that in 
Dallas, forty years ago there was a 
confused and upset man that took 
advantage of the slack security by the 
secret service and police to commit a 
terrible crime. The event is still 
difficult for people to handle today, as 
it should be, but we shouldn't go about 
it by creating fantasy stories. 
Letter from the Editqr, Padraic J. Swanton 
As finals come and go, so does the fall semester of 2003. After the daunting 
task of finishing 20-page papers the night before, or enjoying the wonderful 
leisure of not having finals, all students inevitably think of the upcoming holiday 
season. Although visits with family and friends for Thanksgiving are fresh in our 
minds, the thought of an entire month without school is welcome sigh of relief. 
Many students cannot wait to get out of those dorm rooms, their dirty 
house, or just the state of Colorado, while others hope to enjoy everything the 
state has to offer before heading back home. Whether its spending the weekend 
in Vail with their friends, or catching one last concert at the Gothic Theatre, many 
students enjoy "Colorful Colorado" before making that 14-hour drive back home. 
In either case, nearly every student at Regis University will partake in one 
activity during this holiday season and that is, unavoidably, shopping. Nothing 
beats a trip to Best Buy on Christmas Eve for Dad's last minute DVD purchase, or 
spending countless hours staring at jewelry or clothing for that special someone 
on your holiday list. 
Over the past seven or so years, Internet shopping has provided users 
with any gift idea imaginable at the click of the mouse. People jump at the 
chance to buy online and avoid enormous lines and terrible traffic and parking 
near those commercial centers. Whether it's bidding on something from eBay, or 
finding the best travel deals from Expedia, it is also clear that some of the best 
deals can also be found on the Internet. 
The question is though: is my credit card number safe while shopping on 
the Internet? The answer, on most reputable websites is yes. However, while I 
was purchasing a ski film from a particular company's website, my credit card 
number was stolen and over $500 was charged in a matter of hours. The same 
has occurred to several Metro State students near campus, and Regis University 
alumnus Seamus McGowan. 
Now the goal of this "Note from the Editor" is not that Internet shopping is 
always going to result in stolen information, but rather to warn students about the 
inherent risks involved with this new cultural entity. Everyone uses the age-old 
adage "that could never happen to me," which is almost too cliche to even print. 
However, I was na'ive as well, and thought that my credit card number would be 
virgin to only myself as well. 
The important thing to remember while "e-shopping" is to only buy from 
respected, well-known corporations that provide strong security features on their 
website. This too may sound cliche; however not following this statute of the 
Internet nearly cost me hundreds of dollars, and my reputation of actually paying 
my credit card bills on time. 
So, as the semester comes to a close, everyone at the Regis University 
Highlander says congratulations on finishing yet another semester, "Happy 
Holidays" and remember to tear up those credit card receipts and be careful 
shopping online. 
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Turkey: A vital country fighting terrorism becomes the newest target of al-Qaeda 
by Justin Goldman 
. . The people living in the 
Jurki~h city of Istanbul suffered a week of ruthless 
terronsm. On Saturday, November 15th 
simultaneous car bombs destroyed two synagogues. 
The death toll at this point is 24 and over 300 
pe?ple wounded. These synagogues were in the 
neighborhood of Galata which overlooks Istanbul's 
Gold~n. Hom. Galata's Neve Shalom synagogue is 
the city s largest and one of the targets in these 
attacks. 
The second day of attacks was on November 
20t~ and it coincided with the President Bush's Stat 
Visit to Great Britain. Theses suicide bombers blew
8 
up trucks laden with explosives outside the Turkish 
headquarters of HSBC, a London based bank 
which is second largest in the world and at th~ 
British ~~nsulate. These blasts ca~e only minutes 
ap_~ kllhng 27 people and injuring nearly 450. 
Bnt1sh Consul-General Roger Short was among the 
dead. 
Two London-based Arabic language publications 
said they received separate statements asserting Al-
Qaeda's responsibility for the attacks on the 
synagogues on November 16th following the 
attacks. The group linked to Al-Qaeda that issued 
these statements is the Abu-Hafs al-Masari 
Brigades. The message sent to the al-Quds al-
~rabi newspaper said the two synagogues ·in the 
heart of Istanbul were targeted because Al-Qaeda 
associates believed agents of Mossad the Israeli 
Intelligence agency were inside. The ~econd 
m~ssage was sent to a weekly paper, the al-MajaUa. 
ifh1s message not only claimed Al-Qaeda 
Explosion at HSBC Headquarters 
photo courtesy of www.cnn.com 
responsibility for the Istanbul attacks, but the 
N~vember 12th bombing of the Italian military police 
headquarters in Nasiriyah, Iraq. The attacks on 
November 20th were claimed by an anonymous call 
to the Anatolia news agency. The caller said this 
was the work of Al-Qaeda and a small Turkish 
group, the Islamic Great Eastern Raiders Front. 
Anti-Am~r_ican and Anti-British sentiment is high 
among citizens of Turkey, especially in terms of the 
Iraq War. A bomb was exploded outside the British 
Consulate on April 3rd in response to support of the 
Iraq War. 
Turkey is an extremely vital country in the War 
on Terrorism. They are the only NATO member with 
an almost entirely Muslim population. Since the 
S~~tember 11th Attacks, Turkey has provided 
military su~port, tracked suspect financial networks 
and. participated in the International Security ' 
Assistance Force (ISAF), the peacekeeping force 
that operates in and around the Afghan capital of 
Kabul. In June of 2002, Turkey took command of 
ISAF. Publicly, the European Commission and 
leaders such as British Foreign Minister Jack Straw 
s~id ~his would have no impact on Turkey's hopes of 
winning a green light to start EU talks next year. 
Turkey is now governed by a party with lslamist 
roots. It is a secular Muslim nation with stronger 
ties "'.'ith the Unites States and Israel than any other 
Mushm nation. Political analysts in and out of 
Turkey say that those relations make them a 
vulnerable target for extremist Islamic 
?rganizations. ln the same light many experts see 
1t as a model for a Muslim democratic state that 
could be emulated by other Islamic countries. 
Turkey responded to internal pressure in its 
oppositi~n to the Iraq War. Significant planning had 
to be adjusted as Turkey decided not to allow its 
territory to be a staging area that woufd have 
facilitated a greater northern front in the assault on 
Baghdad. It recently approved and then withdrew 
an offer to send troops to Iraq, weary of being seen 
as supporting US occupation. 
Experts feel that following the September 11th 
Attacks, Turkey's alliance with the US has been 
strengthened. They feel US officials now better 
understand how they deal with domestic terrorism 
such _as the Kurdistan Workers Party (PKK), a 
Marxist group seeking an independent state for the 
country's Kurdish minority. 
The Bush Administration has strongly 
supported Turkey's push for EU membership, to the 
annoyance of some European leaders who are 
reluctant to admit a Muslim country governed by a 
party with lslarnist roots. Amidst a week of violence 
the crucial position of Turkey comes more and mor~ 
to the forefront. 
The "King of Pop" is arrested on multiple accounts of child molestation, $3 million bail 
by Kathryn M. Baumgartner 
ifhe self proclaimed "King of Pop" was arrested, 
booked and released on ifhursday, November 20 
after being charged with multiple counts of child 
molestation. Michael Jackson posted $3 million for 
bail and surrendered his passport after these 
allegations from an adolescent boy who is a cancer 
survivor, and had visited Jackson's Neverland 
Ranch. 
Police officers raided Jackson's Neverland 
Ranch, near Santa Barbara in central California on 
Tuesday, November 18th. Coincidentally enough, 
the same day, Epic Records released Number 
Ones, a Michael Jackson greatest-hits collection, 
which features old hit songs and his new single, 
"Some reports claim 
that 12 love letters 
were siezed from 
Neverland, which 
were written by 
Jackson to the 
accusing boy." 
"One More Chance." This song was produced by 
fellow singer, R. Kelly who is facing child 
pornography charges in Chicago. Jackson released 
a statement explaining that every time he starts a 
new project, unnecessary allegations always seem 
to emerge. The Santa Barbara police denied this 
explaining, "We had no knowledge of his album 
prior to executing the search." 
The search at Neverland lasted for about 14 
hours. A Santa Barbara Sheriffs spokesman, 
sheriffs deputies and District Attorney Officials 
. explained they went to the ranch to "serve a search 
warrant as part of an ongoing criminal investigation." 
Around 70 investigators assisted in conducting the 
search. Some reports claim that 12 love letters 
were seized from Neverland, which were written by 
Jackson to the accusing boy. According to ABC 
news, the warrant alleges a violation of a California 
law that prohibits lewd acts with a child under the 
age of 14. If convicted, Michael Jackson could 
spend three to eight years in prison on each count. 
Jackson was in Las Vegas filming the video 
for "One More Chance" when authorities were 
searching the ranch. He surrendered to Santa 
Barbara County Police on Thursday. Jackson was 
unaware that these charges were coming, but his 
legal team, headed by Mark Geragos who is also 
representing Scott Peterson, has been preparing for 
his defense for months. 
Since the allegations, the team has been 
immersed with phone calls from witnesses who 
claim they were at the ranch when the boy was 
there and he always acted happy and never 
seemed troubled. Sources have told Fox News that 
the mother of the child was often seen arguing with 
him-high on crack. They also said that special 
employees were brought into Neverland to keep an 
eye on the mother and believe that the case is all 
about the mother's greed. 
Stuart Backerman, a Jackson spokesman 
issued a statement explaining that the allegations 
against the icon were phony. He stated, "The 
outrageous allegations against Michael Jackson are 
false. Michael would never harm a child in any 
way." Backerman also stated that Jackson's family 
stood behind him during these times. 
These are not the first child molestation 
allegations that Jackson has faced. Ten years ago, 
Pop star Michael Jackson faces charges of child 
molestation 
photo courtesy of www.mne.com 
Jackson was also accused of having sexual 
relations with a 13-year-old boy. He settled out of 
court, reportedly by paying the boy's family $20 
million and avoiding criminal charges. Jackson's 
career has never really recovered from the 1993 
scandal, and as a result, his record sales have 
suffered. 
Despite recent allegations, rallies and small 
candlelight vigils were held around the world on 
Saturday, November 22nd to support Jackson. 
They could be found in Toronto, Rome, and Los 
Angeles at Jackson's star on the Hollywood Walk of 
Fame outside Grauman's Chinese Theater. 
Supporters were often heard chanting "Michael's 
innocent!" Jackson and Backerman have also 
received hundreds of e-mails supporting Jackson 
during this time. Officials stated that the outlining 
details of the case will be sealed for 45 days and 
would not reveal how many counts Jackson faces. 
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"Life is an experience. Life is a journey. You're goin' on a ride kiddies, 
you really are. See who you gonna marry, there's no guarantee in life. VVhen 
they ~II you up, you're gone," said Rose Louisa Anna, a custodian at Regis. I 
met Rose while walking into my dorm my freshman year, and she has always 
intrigued me with her stories and her endless knowing smile of desperation. 
"VVhen I first got married, we got divorced after 8 years, he was twenty 
years older, and we had 3 kids," began Rose. "He died later, but my second 
man, he had the sh_t kicked out of him in the head, got a blood clot in the brain 
and died at 36," continued Rose in her candid tone. "This guy that killed him 
used to go downtown and beat gays with a bat," she resumed reflectively. 
"Yeah, I got picked up in Golden, because the police thought I'd be next," 
she explained as a matter of fact. "He murdered someone 100 pounds bigger 
than him, I was a witness, and I put the guy away," she continued with a sigh. 
"It was the least I could do, we had to unplug my man, you know, his mom 
buried him I think," fin ished Rose while she pressed her hands together in vivid 
remembrance. 
Rose Louisa Anna was born in Belgium in 1944, during the bombing of 
that country in World War II. She lived in the town of Middekerke, "a postal town 
everyone visits from Brussels, like Florida here," she explained with her winning 
smile. Rose came to America with her father and mother in 1954, as the only 
child of her parents. 
"Only thing I ever did was smoke, that ain't sh_t, only gives you a buzz 
in the head. The only thing that will kill you is alcoholism," said Rose in her 
knowing way that was undeniable. "VVhen they call you up [to heaven], you're 
gone, no riches, no beauty, nothin'," she continued almost bleakly, with the tone 
of her voice trailing off. 
"Build up your spirit, really, truly. I'm no Bible thumper, but from dust 
you came and to dust you shall return," whispered Rose to me, in a 
conspiratorial manner as she leaned over and admitted, "All I really got [from 
life] is to develop my spirituality. Who in the hell wants to live to a hundred? The 
most important thing when you're older is your health." Then she leaned back 
again in her chair and elaborated, "When you're young, you got your boyfriend, 
then kids ... it's all a little trip." 
It is amazing that at a Jesuit University sometimes the last person you 
would think to ask about spirituality might have the best answers. Rose Louisa 
Anna is a fascinating person and one well worth writing about. 
If we would just take the time to stop and listen to those who are closer 
to God than we may ever know, we just might learn something that our 
professors and our friends could never teach us. 
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Tips and facts to survive finals week at Regis 
The first main tip for you might get flustered 
by Kathryn M. Baumgartner studying tor finals is and have trouble 
Yep it's that tim~ managing time focusing on the test. If 
again. Finals wee~ !S· sufficiently. Set aside you arrive any earlier, 
~pproa~ing, and it 1s enough time to study for test a~xiety might set in . 
time to hit those books a test. Do not start If amaety does set in, 
fore venturin~ home studying the day before take a deep breath and 
before for rela~ng the test. 'Mlen tell yourself that you are 
worry-free C~nstmas studying, get rid of all capable of taking this 
break. The Highlander distractions. The best test. Make sure to relax 
taff is veterans of place to study is in a a little, but do not be too 
ruesome finals and quiet corner in the overconfident. 
would like to help you library where you cannot Next, make sure to 
9et through this stressful be bothered. Take look over all the 
eek. We have frequent breaks during questions before starting 
provided some general studying, so you do not the test. Some 
facts. about fina!s and a over exert yourself questions might be 
few tips to surv1v~ finals Review the material you linked to other questions 
week that all RegtS have studied often. and could assist your 
Rangers should adopt. Second, get a good answering process. 
Good. luck! . night sleep and eat a some of the answers 
Finals week 15 good breakfast before might be on the test 
December 8 to . the test Experts say already. When finishing 
December 12· Final that at least seven hours the test, make sure that 
examinations are of sleep is a sufficient you look over it before 
scheduled for 2 hours in amount of time. Also, you turn 1t in to make 
length, so expect them stay away from greasy sure all the questions 
to take up the entire or acidic foods. Do not have been answered It 
scheduled time. They stay up all night is better to guess than 
re also located in the studying, because one to leave a question 
same room where the tends to forget what they unanswered. Do not be 
class is regularly held. have studied due to lack afraid to ask the teacher 
Times for finals are of rest. any question you might 
different from the Third, go into the have. Although they 
scheduled class time, so test feeling confident. might not be able to 
make sure to check and Forget about anything answer it, it is always 
double check what the th t . · t h worth a try. a 1s going on a ome 
time is. For these times, or in your social life and Lastly, do not forget 
schedules will be poSled focus just on the test. to attend the finals 
around campus, can be Imagining yourself doing breakfast located in the 
found in the dean's well is a great cafeteria on December 9 
office, on the Regis confidence booster. at 8 00 p m Good Luck 
website, and in the : · · 
Regis University Fourth, arrive only with all final 
Handbook. .five minutes before the examinations! 
test. If you arrive late, 
SEARCHING 
Are you $earthing 
for an opportuni1y 
to live wit1\in a community? 
Have you been osking yourself: 
• • • 
r 
~----............... .,:.....~t,;l,'f! What do I want most in life? 
Catholic Women between 18 and 35 
why not visit 
It. Catherine of Siena 
HOUSE OP DISCERNMENT 
3805 W Wa's.~ Place. Denver, CO B0219 303•922·2991 tcncp@ksdom org 
This ii a place to colt home to, a YfOI whife you Jisfett to the voice within you, heart, 
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Tips on how to control your weight and body image during the upcoming holiday season 
# 
How to avoid those pounds from your college lifestyle 
by Michael Pontarelli 
Students all over the country 
seem to be continuously asking 
themselves the same question. 
"What can I do to be more healthy 
and still be able to go out and drink 
with my friends?" There is a lot 
that college students can do to 
keep from gaining a lot of weight 
during their college years. Most 
students have very bad eating 
habits. Since they are always in a 
rush, most don't feel like cooking, 
and Mc Donald's is not only 
convenient, but economical as 
well. 
The problem with eating fast 
food on a regular basis is that fast 
food contains a plethora of fat and 
calories. It seems that where 
college students are really putting 
on the pounds is when they spend 
all night drinking beer, and then 
stopping off at a fast food 
restaurant before heading home 
with a few cheeseburgers and 
fries. Combining the high count of 
calories from beer and the huge 
amount of calories in greasy food, 
it is a very heavy combination. 
The first thing an average 
college student can do is cut the 
amount of drinking nights in half. 
Instead of going drinking two nights 
a week, spend one night drinking. 
Instead of getting cheeseburgers 
and fries on the way home, order a 
salad with no dressing. Every fast 
food chain offers a salad menu. 
However, its important to 
remember to stay away from the 
dressing because the dressing 
itself has more calories than a Big 
Mac. 
Next, it is important for college 
students to pay attention to health 
labels on the back or sides of all 
food products. Try to allow 
yourself 2000-3000 calories daily. 
This is the recommended amount 
and it is what the human body can 
handle. Anything over that on a 
regular basis will result in an 
overweight individual. 
Drinking plenty of water is 
another important aspect of a 
healthy diet. If plenty of water is in 
the body at all times the stomach 
will not feel empty. Therefore, 
preventing unnecessary feedings, 
which will add onto the daily 
allowance for calorie intake. 
"Order a salad 
without the 
dressing,because 
the dressing itself 
has more calories 
than a Big Mac." 
Last, keep in mind that working 
out is the best thing anyone can do 
for themselves. Not just to lose 
weight but to stay in shape and be 
healthy. College students live very 
busy lifestyles as they try to keep 
up with essays, and reports. Every 
college student should try to 
workout for one hour each day. 
This will ensure a healthy, slim 
body while working off some of 
those unwanted weekend pounds. 
Shed off the unwanted pounds and take a run on these trails 
by Nikki Lawson 
In the midst of the holiday 
season and finals week, there is 
no better time to start exercising. 
Exercising not only combats those 
unwanted holiday pounds, it can 
help relieve the stresses of finals. 
Regis University has its own 
Fitness Center, convenient for a 
solid workout for students, faculty, 
and staff. 
The Fitness Center is located 
just east of the Science building, 
and provides quality exercise 
equipment and fun aerobic 
classes. Although the winter break 
holiday hours have not been 
determined yet, the Fitness 
Center's regular hours are 7:00am-
9:00pm Monday through Thursday, 
7:00am-5:00pm Friday, and 
1 :OOpm-5:00pm on weekends. 
As for aerobic classes, the 
Fitness Center offers the following 
classes throughout the week: Abs 
& Stretch, FitBall, Kickboxing, and 
Yoga ($7.00 fee per class). Days 
and times can be found at the 
Fitness Center or on the Regis 
webpage. 
For those students who are 
looking for something a little 
different, several gyms and safe, 
outdoor running trails can be found 
in proximity to the Regis campus. 
24 Hour Fitness, a popular gym 
open 24 hours a day, is located at 
81st and Sheridan. Bally Total 
Fitness can be found at 88th and 
Sheridan while Better Bodies Gym 
is located at 99th and Wadsworth. 
The Apex Center, Northwest 
Jefferson County's Park and 
Recreation center, offers a wide 
variety of facilities, including tennis 
and racquetball courts as well as a 
skating rink. The center can be 
found just east of 66th and 
Wadsworth, just minutes away 
from the Regis campus. 
As for outdoor running trails, 
the foothills as well as various 
other parks in Denver offer the 
safest well-kemp trails for those 
with a love of the beauty of 
Colorado. The most popular park 
in Denver, the 320 acre City Park, 
is perfect for runners. Home of the 
Denver Zoo and Museum of 
Nature and Science, City Park can 
be found at 20th and Colorado. 
Washington Park, another popular 
running spot, is Southeast of Regis 
at Downing and Louisiana. As 
always, Red Rocks offers 
everything for one with a love of 
the outdoors. Highway 93 and 
Red Rocks Park road will lead you 
to beautiful trails of one of the 
landmarks of Denver. And for 
those who like proximity, Sloan's 
Lake, just South of Regis at 22nd 
and Sheridan, is a closer option to 
get your run on. 
With these options, 
exercising can be enjoyable, 
whether it is at the Fitness Center 
at Regis, an off-camous gym, or at 
the beautiful running trails of 
Denver. Get moving, the 
temptations of the holiday season 
are closer than ever. 
Fitness Center Info: 
Hours: 
Monday-Thursday 7:00am-
9:00pm 
Friday 7:00am-5:00pm 
Saturday and Sunday 
1 :OOpm-5:00pm 
Aerobic Class Schedule: 
Abs & Flex 8:00-8:30am 
Monday and Wednesday 
FitBall 12:30-1 : 1 Spm 
Tuesday-Thursday 
Kickboxing 5:00-6:00pm 
Tuesday and Wednesday 
Yoga (fee required) 12:00-
1 :OOpm Monday 
Off-Campus Fitness Centers: 
24 Hour Fitness: 81st and 
Sheridan 
Bally Total Fitness: 88th and 
Sheridan 
North Jeffco Park and Rec: 
66th and Wadsworth 
Better Bodies Gym: 99th and 
Wadsworth 
Running Trails 
City Park (most popular park 
in Denver): 20th and Colorado 
Washington Park: Downing 
and Louisiana 
Red Rocks (one of the 
landmarks of Denver): Highway 93 
and Red Rocks Park Road 
Sloan's Lake: 22nd and 
Sheridan 
Interviews conducted with Erin Ovitz Photos by Dan Delaney One student's tips for getting in shape around campus 
This Week's Question: What do you find attractr,e in a girlfriend/boyfriend that may be 
usually be viewed as a flaw? 
.. 
- .. 
Maggie Haberkorn, soptomore 
"My friends usually give me a lot of crap for liking guys with 
long hair, which seems b be abnormal to everyone else. Most 
people think guys with Ieng hair are kind of girly. But I think it's 
sexy!" 
Brock Peters, senior 
"A big issue that I run in:o is girls always asking me, "Does 
this dress make me fool: fat?" or "Does this dress make me 
look too big?" But I don't really care about that, I really think 
that this dress doesn't make you look fat, it makes you look 
too beautiful." 
Scott Shields, senior 
"I think that if you are sLper skinny it is not really attractive, 
but at the same time if ~ou are really meaty that is also 
unattractive. You don't have to have a six-pack and you don't 
have to have a flat, tighl stomach. It's more about knowing 
how to dress." 
Mary Luttropp, freshman 
" I find it attractive when guys let their facial hair go for a 
couple days and aren't overly concerned with being clean-
shaven." 
Ginny Bayes, sophomorn 
"Sometimes it seems likH guys don't think they're supposed to 
have a butt, but when th3y do it's really cool because it's nice 
to see a guy with meat en his bones!" 
Alicia Coughlin, junior 
"I think it's cute when they're playing video games and their 
tongue hangs out becaJse they're concentrating so hard." 
by Janey Peyton 
As the students at Regis 
University approach their second 
semester, many might be realizing 
that their bodies have become softer 
and less appealing to others as well 
as themselves. It is also well known 
that the majority of students have 
lost interest in working out by this 
time and have become quite 
accustomed to the lazy days of 
college. However, there are still quite 
a few tricks that one can do to keep 
his body in shape without exerting 
too much energy. 
For instance, when "Big Al" has 
just pressed the key to the elevator 
in the DML, he should take the 
stairs. More often than not people 
have been witnessed taking the 
elevator up to the fourth floor and 
down to the first, far more than any 
student who has been taking the 
stairs. When yo~ are sitting in class 
and your neighbor has just 
unwrapped an oversized bagel dog 
with fries, you can begin flexing your 
Gluteus Maximus casually. You can 
walk to class in Five minutes but you 
can run there in two. 
Marci wants to stop and get a 
hot cocoa before going to Carroll 
Hall but you would rather get tea. 
Just because the Physical Plant staff 
gets to ride on an electric cart 
around campus doesn't mean that 
you should drive your car from the 
ALC to Main Hall. Ride your bike to 
school instead of walking it to school. 
Take the sidewalks instead of the 
grass. And when you forget a book 
at home and realize it once you are 
at school, go home and get it instead 
of having you roommate bring it to 
you. When you are restless and want 
to go to everyday for a snack, put on 
you New Balances and go for a jog. 
As you and your buddies are 
standing around discussing when to 
go to Hilltop for a beer, discuss it 
while walking there. Jack wants to 
eat pizza and watch the game but 
you would rather do sit ups and take 
bites of pizza while your watching 
the game. Instead of sitting in the 
Quad why not play a game with 
friends. And while you are lying in 
bed anticipating the next day's 
"The majority of 
students have lost 
interest in working out 
by this time and have 
become quite 
accustomed to the lazy 
days of college" 
load of work, breathe deeply and 
relax your muscles. Standing before 
sitting, running before walking, and 
walking before standing is a cycle 
that can't do anything but good. 
College is a distraction from 
many productive activities that we all 
have once had before but seem to 
have lost along the way. However, if 
you listen to a few of these tips and 
use throughout your days, that soft, 
less appealing body might not seem 
quite as bad. 
Some ways to start watching your daily calorie and fat intake 
by Ysabel Martinez 
Feeling out of breath climbing the library stairs to the fourth floor? Working up a sweat typing a five-page paper? 
Maybe it's time to start watching daily calorie and fat intake. Below are some favorite foods and drink calorie and fat 
info that might be worth checking out. 
Einstein Bros Bagels 
Bagels: Average all types, 4 oz 
Plain Cream Cheese, 2 Tbsp 
Blueberry Muffin 
Smoked Turkey Deli Sandwich 
StarJ2yQks ~range (12 fl. Qz) 
Egg Nag Latte w. Whole Milk 
Hot Chocolate w. Whole Milk 
White Chocolate w. Whole Milk 
carmel Apple Cider 
Taco Bell 
Mucho Grande Nachos 
Grilled Stuffed Chicken Burrito 
Chicken Quesadilla 
Chalupa Baja Beef 
Sonic Driye-ln 
Large Fries 
Large Cheese !=ries 
Bacon Cheeseburger 
Chicken Strip Dinner 
Wendy's 
Biggie Fries 
Jr. Bacon Cheeseburger 
Medium Frosty 
Taco Salad w/o Dressing 
Suggested Calories for Weight Loss 
Women: Non-active 1000-1200 
Active 1200-1500 
Men: Non-active 1200-1500 
Active 1500-1800 
Calories 
330 
70 
460 
420 
500 
450 
480 
370 
1320 
690 
540 
420 
250 
320 
725 
750 
470 
380 
440 
590 
Eat 
1 
7 
24 
1.5 
27 
24 
20 
8 
82 
29 
30 
27 
13 
19 
49 
32 
23 
19 
11 
28 
courtesy of starbucks.com 
*Above information from Calorie Fat & Carbohydrate Counter by nutritionist Allan Borushek. ----~--" 
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6 SPORTS -
11drew Walker ,s a Regis Se11ior. 
ontributmg the regular column, 
"Drews Dialogue. " The column 
·s meant pure(v for 
11/ertainment purposes and 
~eel~ his own personal views 
11d1or imagination. 
The Denver Broncos came off a bye 
week last week, and with the help of a healthy 
Jake Plummer, beat the San Diego Chargers 
by a score of 38-9. If Plummer can stay 
healthy, it will be interesting to see what 
happens to this team as the season heats up. 
I think with their tough schedule it will 
still be a long shot for this team to make the 
playoffs. 
There have also been so~ off- the-field 
problems for the team as of late. Fullback 
Mike Anderson was suspended for four 
games for violating the league substance 
abuse policy, and defensive tackle 
Daryl Gardner was suspended for one 
game for "lack of work ethic." People, these 
are not the kinds of things that should be 
going on during a playoff run. At least the 
Raiders are still the worst team in the league. 
The Colorado Avalanche are starting 
to play some great hockey. If this team can 
somehow stay out of the trainer's room, they 
could be the favorites to win the Stanley Cup, 
but only time will tell for sure. 
For all you Gonzaga fans, the team lost 
their first game. They played against a very 
solid Saint Joseph's team, and really didn't 
bring their best effort to the floor. It is very 
early in the season, and Zags fans should not 
be concerned, because this team will still be 
raising the championship trophy at the end o 
the season. 
College basketball is my favorite sport to 
watch because, unlike the NBA, where they 
. are playing for a paycheck, in college they 
play for tradition, pride, and each othe 
instead of themselves. There is nothing like 
the insanity known as "March Madness." 
The baseball season has been over 
for a few weeks, and they just announced 
their postseason awards. Most notably, Barry 
Bonds of the San Francisco Giants won the 
award for being the Most Valuable Player fo 
the National League. It was his third 
consecutive award, and his sixth overall. He 
has won the most MVP awards ever by a 
player, but bas yet to bring home the World 
Series ring. 
Personally, I just do not know if I can 
consider him the best player of all time. He 
has done some amazing things in his career, 
and will someday be in the Hall of Fame, but 
without a championship title, the best playe 
of all-time is Willie Mays. Mays is the best 
defensive centerfielder the game has ever 
seen, and has ability to do it all. He could hit, 
field, run, and he was one of the first "five 
tool" baseball players. He also won 
championships. Bottom line, Willie Mays is 
the best the game has ever seen. 
As I finish up our chat, I wanted to 
give you guys an update on everyone's 
favorite basketball team, the Golden State 
Warriors. Previously, I told you guys that they 
were improved and they had a record of 3-2. 
Recently, they have not been playing thei 
best basketball. 
They are trying hard, but have lost some 
close games. They are a few games unde 
.500, but do not worry the tide is turning and 
the team will be back on track before long. 
Till next time and Howard Dean for President. 
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Forrester swims laps around competition 
by Andrew Walker 
For everyone that has had the 
pleasure to meet Scott Forrester at 
Regis University, they know two 
things about him. He is from the 
"505," and he likes some guy named 
Howard Dean for president. What you 
may not know about him is that his 
real passions are in the sport of 
swimming. He has been coaching the 
Lakewood girls high school swim 
team for the last four years, and last 
year was the coach of the year in the 
conference. Let's get to know this 
coach of the year better, so ladies and 
gentlemen I present to you the story 
of Scott Forrester. 
Scott Forrester is a Regis 
University junior who is majoring in 
politics. He has an older brother, who 
has a kid that is rumored to turn out to 
be the best swimmer in the family. He 
got involved in swimming when he 
was a freshman in high school. He 
was on the freshman cross country 
team, when he was introduced to 
Shawn Burns. Burns was a senior, 
and he urged Forrester to try out 
swimming. Forrester decided to go for 
swimming, and he loved it from the 
beginning. He was grateful that 
Shawn convinced him to try, because 
it got him involved in a sport that he 
has been doing ever since. He also 
made relationships with people that 
are still his "hommies" today. 
When Forrester was a senior 
in high school, he had a great 
relationship with his swimming coach. 
She inspired him to one day look into 
becoming a coach. So when there 
was an opening for an assistant 
coach at Lakewood High, he jumped 
at the opportunity. He was an 
assistant for a few years, and then 
four years ago became the full-time 
coach. 
Last year was a dream season for 
Forrester and the girls of Lakewood. 
The team was down by 19 points with 
three events to go for the state 
championship. They had to finish in 
the top three in the remaining events, 
or their season would end without 
bringing home the title. The team 
never quit, and they won the state 
championship by one point. 
After capturing the state 
championship, Forrester was voted 
on by the other coaches in the league, 
as the coach of the year. It was a very 
gratifying feeling for Forrester to be 
elected by his peers, and he hopes 
now he can start to build a dynasty. 
Scott Forrester also has a 
great relationship with his players. His 
players know that in the pool it is 
"business time." They also know that 
outside of practice, the team can 
laugh it up and have a good time. 
Forrester is very dedicated to the 
team, and wants every girl to reach 
her full potential. Miranda Bobet, a 
senior says, "Scott is very dedicated 
to helping us get better, and he is the 
main reason why we are such an 
united team. We seniors owe Scott a 
lot." 
What makes him a good coach is 
that he treats everyone on the team 
as on, and that he makes sure that 
everyone is one the same page. 
Alyssa Yang, a freshman who has 
"star swimmer" written all over, had 
this to say about Forrester: "He is 
very flexible and upbeat and works 
hard with everyone, no matter if you 
are a freshman or a senior. He is a 
very spirited coach." 
He is not only from the "505" 
or Howard Dean's campaign speaker 
for the Regis Community, but he is 
also the coach of the defending state 
champions for swimming. So the next 
time the "Coach" is crossing the quad, 
congratulations on a job well done are 
in order. From the entire Regis 
University Community, good luck on 
the defending the crown. 
Colorado offers-winter activities for the non-skier 
by Ann Tool 
So you don't ski or snowboard, and still want to be 
able to enjoy the beautiful Rocky Mountains of Colorado? 
There are many other alternative winter activities available 
to fully take advantage of the mountains that surround us. 
Most of the popular winter ski resorts offer a variety of 
these activities for those who not partaking in traditional 
downhill sports. 
Snowshoeing is a sport that even the non-athletic 
can take pleasure ,in. All that it requires is a pair of 
snowshoes that can cost anywhere from $70 and up. If 
you don't have the money to buy them, they are available 
for rent at outdoors stores all over the state for as little as 
$10. Once you have your shoes, head to the mountains 
where there are hundreds of trails ranging from beginner 
to some for the avid snowshoer. 
Snowshoeing can be done at your own pace and 
takes little skill. Chances are if you can walk, you can 
I 
snowshoe. There 
is virtually no 
danger of getting 
injured while 
wearing 
snowshoes and 
people of any 
age can enjoy 
this form of 
mountain 
,-"t' * exercise at a 
number of places 
across the state. 
In Vail, 
you can hike 
over 8km of 
rugged trail at the 
Vail Nordic 
__ __,;,, _____ ...JCenter located at 
the Vail Golf 
Course. This trail 
1s relatively easy although it give you a great workout. 
:Take the Strawberry Park Express lift at Beaver Creek and 
you'll be able to hike at an elevation of 9,000 ft. while 
taking in some of the most impressive views Colorado has 
to offer. The Beaver Creek area boasts 40km of the states 
best snowshoeing trails. 
The Breckenridge Nordic Ski Center is located on 
the way to the alpine ski area and offers 16km of 
snowshoeing trail. The Frisco Nordic Center, located just 
outside of Breckenridge, has 14km of snowshoeing trails 
that traverse the peninsula of beautiful Dillon Lake. The 
price range for 
all of these Places to snowshoe in Colorado 
trails is 
reasonable; 
they start at just 
$14 for an all 
day pass which 
is a great deal 
cheaper than lift 
tickets these 
days. 
If you 
are looking for 
something a 
little more 
adventurous, 
there are plenty 
of other snow 
Bigfoot snowshoe tours 
Nederland, Colorado 
$25 half day guided tour 
303.258.3157 
Brainard Lake Trail 
Boulder County, Colorado 
Free 
Co 72 W. of Boulder, Forrest rd 
112/County 102 
303.444.6000 
activities that do not require skis or snowboards. Winter 
Adventure Ridge in Vail offers a multi-lane tubing hill, ice 
skating and ski biking. 
Ski biking takes place at night and consists of 
riding down the mountain on a bike with skis 
attached(intermediate skiing ability is required). They also 
offer reasonably priced snowmobiling tours that allow you 
to see the mountain from a whole new perspective. For 
$68 dollars you get your own snowmobile and a one-hour 
tour of the Vail peaks complete with breathtaking views. 
The winter months of Colorado would not be 
complete without hightailing it up to the mountains a few 
times for some fun. Hitch a ride to the slopes with your ski 
buff 
friends and decide how you want to spend your day when 
you get there. 
• 
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Basketball leaps into action 
by Andrew Walker 
Hello, sports fans here with your 
final Regis sports update of the year. 
The men's and women's basketball 
teams are both off to fast starts in 
their young seasons. This could be a 
very interesting year for both teams, 
so they need as much support as 
possible. The women's team, who is 
coming off an historic year, will be 
hard to beat again this year. 
Led by seniors Kristina Vengryte, 
and Keely O'Dell this could be 
another winning season for the Lady 
Rangers The team is 3-1 overall so 
far and on December 2, 2003 took on 
Colorado College. 
The Rangers won by a score of 
74-38 m what was a total team 
effort Keely O'Dell scored a game 
high 12 po nts and had 7 rebounds to 
lead the c a ge The team will be 
pay g of 
Dece b 
RMAC. 
The men's basketball team is 4-
1 overall in their season. There are a 
lot of new faces on the team, but so 
far they are coming together very 
nicely. On December 2, 2003, the 
Rangers went on the road and took 
on the University of Northern 
Colorado. In a tough road 
environment, the Rangers beat UNC 
by a score of 63-50. Junior guard 
Robin Hood led the team by sconng 
16 points and chipped in with 4 
assists. 
Sophomore Casey Fisher had 
14 points, in what was a very big 
road win for the team. The men's 
team will have games also 
throughout the month of Decembe 
in preparation for league that starts in 
January. 
On a final note, congrat a 
go out to aU the fa I sports a 
a Job ef and 
Colorado Ski Report 
Location Base % open 
Vail 23" 24% 
Beaver Creek 22" 36% 
Breckenridge 25" 15% 
Keystone 15" 11% 
A-Basin 20" 25% 
All information is of 12/5 
Ai-e you making a 
I iv i n g o i- a I i Fe? 
C~iA.t'w-YVC01m~y 
Chri$'VCU1/ C~clv 
REAL PEOPLE.REAL ISSUES.REAL LIFE 
Sunday mornings at 10:00 AM 
Green Valley Elementary School 
720 313.0326 
www.CCCChurch.com 
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All you wanted to know about.. . 
Basketball player Denise Lopez 
Year: Freshman 
Hometown: Denver, Colorado 
Major: Psychology 
Position: Forward 
Why Regis? 
Because it was small. 
Favorite Star 
Wars Movie? 
I've seen one, I 
don't remember 
which one. 
Would you say 
you would be 
better at ballroom 
or break dancing? 
Ballroom. but I 
don't do either. 
Would you still 
go buy Michael 
Jackson's new 
CD? 
Yes I 
because I 
believe... I 
think he did it. 
would 
don't 
don't 
Who's your 
If water didn't exist, what would 
you want to drink to stay alive? 
Lemonade. Does that count? 
Yeah lemonade, pink lemonade. 
Have you seen The Lord of the 
Rings? 
No I haven't. 
Why have 
you never seen 
The Lord of the 
Rings? I want 
to, I just haven't 
sat down to 
watch it. 
What do 
you hope to 
accomplish in 
your four years 
at Regis? 
I want to be, 
for me 
personally, the 
leading 
rebounder. (I 
want the team to) 
make it to the 
N C A A 
f ·t F · d? __ __,;;; · d Ito u rn a m e n t avon e nen · lphoto courtesy of reg,s. e u d Phoebe. L. ____________ __..every year, an 
Do you use a lather builder when 
you shower? 
Yes I do. 
Do those work pretty well for 
you? 
Yeah they do. It's purple. 
go past regionals at least once. 
Which would you rather do 
consistently: dunk or make the half-
court shot right before halftime? 
Dunk. I can't dunk right now, but 
that's what I would pick. 
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Odds & ED's 
Ed Bessenbacher is a Regis Junior, 
contributing the regular column, 
"Odds & ED s. " The column is 
mean, purely for entertainment 
purposes and reflects his own 
personal views and'or imagination. 
. Hello there. My name is Ed, 
this is Special Ed and I will be your 
columnist today. I'm going to have to 
ask you to keep your eyes open at all 
times, for safety purposes, and to keep 
hands and hips inside the ride until we 
come to a complete stop. 
Well I sincerely hope that 
everyone had a nice, gravy-filled 
Thanksgiving, and that the cheer 
continues over to Christmas. 
The winter sports have begun here 
in Rangerland, and I don't mean sports 
as in hitting your "favorite" teacher with 
a well-placed snowball. Of course I'm 
talking about basketball, the sport that 
has brought about some of our best 
athletes and craziest terms. Seriously, 
think about it, what other sport would 
inspire such phrases as "mad hops," 
"fire the trey," and Spud Webb? Beer 
brewing and food catering don't count. 
The Regis men's basketball 
team is currently 3-1 and playing well 
behind two solid returners in Casey 
Fisher and Jay Goral, and like fifteen 
new guys who transferred here. After 
undergoing extensive research, tests 
and background checks, I came to the 
conclusion that yes, there is a great 
opportunity for a wicked-good 
nickname with this basketball team. It 
comes from old English folklore, when 
the people of old England were 
needlessly oppressed by a corrupt and 
constipated monarchy. In this time of 
great sadness, hardship and lack of 
Exlax, the people turned to a group of 
men led by a famous rebel, who now 
plays guard for Regis. I'm talking, of 
course, about Robin Hood and his 
band of Merry Men. Sure now he goes 
by Rob, but we cannot pass up this 
opportunity, how often does a 
nickname like this fall into our laps? 
The supporting cast is there as 
well, Austin Christensen, who is 
leading the team in points-per-game, 
rebounds-per-game, field goal 
percentage, and number of people 
waved to in the stands, makes a 
perfect Little John. It should be noted 
that my crack squad of investigators 
have yet to actually see this man going 
to school here at Regis. He's hard to 
miss on the basketball court, but has 
anyone seen this man anywhere else 
in Rangerland? Folks, the point is, 
come out and support the basketball 
teams this year, they're doing good 
things and it will be a good time. Let's 
not be like Metro who actually sent me 
a letter asking me to come help 
support their volleyball team in the 
playoffs. They might lose their sports 
teams, but they never had any fans to 
begin with. Nothing like a good diss 
on those Roadrunners. 
You who read this though, I 
will never diss upon. Thank you for 
your attendance and wandering eyes. 
Until next semester, please remember: 
America would have turned out very 
different if our founding fathers had 
been more into break-dancing than 
liberty. 
e museum 1sn t Just orsc 
He Said 
y Greg Driscoll 
The Denver Museum of Nature and Science (DMNS) 
in Denver is a wonderful place to spend the day; that is if you 
can get past the sweeping throngs of school children that 
pack each exhibit. 
If you are lucky, you may actually get to see and 
experience some really interesting things. There is more to do 
here that can be packed into one day, so getting there early 
is your best bet for getting the most bang for your buck. 
The museum boasts an array of different exhibits 
from gems and minerals to IMAX movies of Lewis and Clark 
and Australia. I enjoyed most of the exhibits, but the animal 
ones were my favorite. 
The North American wildlife exhibit is amazing. There 
are many different sections in the exhibit, all containing 
placards with information on the animals, as well as the 
stuffed ones themselves. It is an incredibly realistic, one stop 
down from the zoo (which is right next door, by the way) and 
very entertaining. 
The Botswana, Africa exhibit was very informational 
and the pride of lions was amazing. The Bears and the Sea 
Animals exhibit was awesome as well. The walrus are 
absolutely enormous and there is a scene of a bunch of polar 
bear cubs attempting to eat a sea lion. 
The background art to all of these scenes is so 
realistic you may actually believe that you are there with the 
animals. Who ever painted the background landscapes is 
incredibly talented, but you really have to see it for yourself to 
know what I'm talking about. 
There are also exhibits on dinosaurs and Egyptian 
mummies that will blow your mind. The Egyptian exhibit has 
real mummies and explains how the mummification process 
took place, which I also found interesting. 
The Space Odyssey Exhibit is the only exhibit that 
left me felling a little bit let down. It is not very big and the 
hands on learning tools are not put together very well. I think 
that the planetarium makes up for the exhibits downfalls, but 
I would recommend that visitors skfp the Odyssey. 
Parking is free and there is a garage if the lot is full. 
entrance fees are reasonable at $9 for the museum and 
to $16 for the admission to the planetarium, museum, and 
IMAX movie. It is a great deal in that you can go virtually 
ta11our,1e1 the world in one day for the admission price. 
The views of Denver and the mountains beyond from 
t.,eprino family atrium are worth the price of the admission 
f give the museum five stars and whether of not you go 
or by yourself, you are sure to have a great time 
with more knowledge than you came in with. 
-------------:a~---::a--ft 
by Cherisse Thibaut 
There are several unique places in Denver th 
combine education with entertainment 
The IMAX Theater is one of the coolest features in 
the museum. The theater is four and a half stories tall, The 
IMAX Theater offers different shows at different times but any 
movie will transport you to the most beautiful environments in 
this world. An adult pass is nine dollars but worth every 
penny. 
Another highlight of the museum is called the Hall o 
Life. This activity helps people of all ages discover the 
complexities of the human body. The Hall of Life is an 
interactive health education center that combines fun with 
human science. 
My favorite part of the museum was the planetarium. 
Being an avid Star Trek fan, I found the mysteries of space 
particularly impressive. It is an awesome place to sit back and 
enjoy the wonders of the celestial universe. Anyone visiting 
the planetarium will be guided through breath taking planets, 
stars, nebulas and galaxies. If you have time to choose only 
one thing to see at the museum, my advice would be to go 
directly to the planetarium! The entry price to see the stars is 
only eight dollars. 
If the wilds of the wilderness tickle your fancy, the 
Edge of the Wild is the place to go. In this exhibit different 
animal characteristics are offered giving the visitor a realistic 
sense to the true ways of nature. For example, you can see, 
hear, touch, and even smell all the unique wildlife in our 
beautiful state of Colorado. 
If the wilderness isn't exactly what you're looking for, 
than maybe taking a trip through time to visit our prehistoric 
past is more enticing. Lucy, the name of the exhibit, offers 
really cool props depicting humans at our earliest stages. It 
even includes a reconstruction of an early human form by a 
world-renowned staff artist and paleontologist. 
Moving on, the next exhibit stepped back in time 
3000 years ago to show the great mysteries of Ancient Egypt, 
one of the worlds first human civilizations. I found this exhibit 
exceptionally interesting because of the · two unwrapped 
mummies. Check it out if you're interested in the history of 
Egypt! 
From what I have seen and critiqued for my fellow 
students, the Denver Museum of Nature and Science 
obviously has something for everyone. If you have any time, 
and a few dollars, you will not regret taking an afternoon trip 
to the museum. And if money is a problem, then you're in 
luck. The museum is putting tax money to use and offering 
free admission to anyone on December 3, and 14. 
Formal finds fashion, friends, and a night not to forget 
by Erin Ovitz The 40-minute drive to the 
Regis students danced the night beautiful Chateaux seemed to take 
away as they celebrated the Fall forever but students quickly forgot about 
Formal, last Friday, November 21, at it as the bus pulled up to the Cliateaux 
The Chateaux in Broomfield. It was a driveway. From there, students rushed 
perfect time to celebrate the end of the inside to buy tickets and drop off coats 
week (finally) and the beginning of the at the coat-check. 
weekend. Tn"!"l'IITlll"P!'l'l"l:"":P:~l'Z:":l"IT.:11r.."lrw"~'I'! 
The night began in the cafeteria 
parking lot as students anxiously waited 
for busses to arrive and chauffer them 
to their dance destination. When the 
busses finally did pull into the lot, 
students rushed the bus and loaded up 
as quickly and loudly as possible. The 
students tried to get settled into the bus 
but the driver had to ask some of the 
riders to step off the bus due to the 
safety hazard presented by so many 
students overcrowding the bus. For 
many, this meant waiting it out in the 
freezing cold for another 30 minutes, 
but others chose to simply hop in their 
own cars and follow the bus to The 
Chateaux. 
The inside of the Chateaux was 
illuminated by white Christmas lighting 
on Christmas trees and garland, the 
glow of the colored disco ball lighting up 
the dance floor, and dim overhead 
lighting above the bar. The subtle 
lighting provided the perfect atmosphere 
for everybody to loosen up, dance, and 
enjoy himself or herself. 
There was plenty of room on 
the dance floor for everybody, although 
it got pretty crowed toward the middle of 
the dance floor. 
The DJ played an unusual but 
enjoyable set of music. Besides the 
expected hip-hop and dance music, he 
played a few old favorites such as, 
"Sweet Home Alabama", and "Friends in 
Low Places". 
When students got hungry in 
between songs, they headed over to the 
3-tier chocolate fountain to indulge in 
some delicious sweets. Marshmallows, 
strawberries, pineapples, bananas, and 
cinnamon twists were available as 
finger food to dip into the chocolate 
fountain. 
If students 21+ got thirsty from 
all that dancing, they were welcome to 
buy drinks at the bar. The bar served 
beer and red and white wine with drink 
tickets costing $2.00 each. Water was 
also available to quench the thirst of 
those under 21. 
---. 
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As the shopping days dwindle ... 
Find the perfect gift for all on the list 
J>Y Brian Niles 
There are many new 
innovative electronics, cool apparel, 
and children's toys that litter various 
emporiums with the hope that they will 
be the holidays' hottest new items. 
This holiday, don't disappoint 
the little ones with the average 
cassette tape; instead surprise them 
with The Bratz Krazy-Coo/ Karaoke. 
The price tag of $130.00 is a little steep 
but with that investment you will 
receive a dynamite karaoke machine. 
The 5.5-inch black and white LCD 
displays the lyrics, tracks, and volume 
control. Some of the features of the 
Krazy-Cool Karaoke also include an 
echo special effect. and AV and audio 
output jacks for connection to a 
television or stereo. 
If the karaoke machine is out 
of the price range the Go Go, My So 
Real Puppy is a real steal at $40.00. 
The only difference between this toy 
and a real dog is that you don't have to 
worry about it ruining your carpet. This 
puppy will come to you when you call 
her, wag tier tail, move her head and 
make real puppy noises. The 
enjoyment continues as you can also 
teach her tricks like "stay", "guard dog" 
and "circle parade". 
For the electronics buff on 
your list I would suggest a digital 
camera. The price range for a digital 
camera is roughly $70-$3,000.00. The 
Kodak cameras are by far the most 
user friendly, and also the most 
reasonably priced. The only drawback 
to buying a Kodak digital camera is 
that you must also buy the uploading 
port, versus the usual USB cable. The 
most important thing to remember 
when buying your loved ones a digital 
camera is the lens. Without quality 
glass the number of mega-pixels does 
not matter. 
The future of movies is in the 
format of digital video, and in order to 
remain on top of it all you must have a 
DVD player. VHS and Beta are now 
obsolete and their replacement gives 
viewers the highest quality picture for 
your home theatre. The price for a 
decent DVD player is around $100.00 
and up, however if you want to play a 
DVD-R the prices are little higher. 
In order to secure a 
comfortable stay at any location during 
the holidays, there are two items of 
apparel that are necessary. The 
common bathrobe is a staple for any 
man or women who want to use this 
item of clothing to convey a persona of 
enlightenment and relaxation. Greats 
such as Hugh Hefner and Tom Jones 
established acceptability of the use of 
the bathrobe as something more than 
just a morning raincoat. I highly 
recommend the fabrics of terry cloth 
and silk, these materials enable the 
user to be creative with what one 
wears under their breakfast smock. 
To compliment the use of the 
bathrobe you must have a pair of cozy 
slippers. Slippers make a great gift 
because of their versatility and comfort 
level. The price of a decent pair of 
slippers is around $30.00, but if buying 
this item for a serious wearer I would 
stick with the fur lined shpper, which 
provides ultimate comfort. 
Q: All right Tool, here's the problem: my name. I have a first name, 
but no one seems to know what it is. I am constantly being called 
by my last name everywhere I go. Even by my closest friends. M?st 
of the time it doesn't bother me, but occasionally people question 
why some people call me what they do. It's like I don't have a first 
name. People think that my last name is my first name. I even get 
introduced to people's friends and parents by my last ~ame. Don't 
get me wrong, I love my last name, it fits my personaMy well, but 
how do I get people to start calling me by my given name? -miffed 
in Main Hall 
A: Well, unfortunately I must admit right off the bat that I have ,ne~er 
had to deal with this kind of problem before. So I really cant give 
you any sound advice. What you are going through must be terrible. 
Being referred to by your last name all your life ... man, that . m~~t 
suck. I can't even imagine how you must feel. All I can say 1s if it 
doesn't really bother you that much than just suck it up and deal 
with it. 
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Step back in time with a burger from Jim's 
by Chris Dieterich and Mike Mahon from the all-out gorge on the gigantic 
Having conquered northwest burgers, team Mike and Chris boldly 
Denver's Italian, Mexican and BBQ proceeded forward and devoured this 
cuisine, team Mike and Chris decided innovative version of the classic 
to feast on traditional American American standard. This "hot dog-
burgers. Jim's Burger Haven beckons burger hybrid" divided the team 
to possible patrons from 79th and momentarily, as Mike criticized and 
Sheridan with its slogan, "A square denounced the idea. Proudly, he 
meal on a round bun!" Jim's has long claimed that, "Hot dogs belong on a 
been a local American icon with its bun and at the ballpark! This is just too 
pictures of Corvettes, Mustangs and much!" To this, Chris responded by 
Little League baseball teams. At the asserting, "I applaud Jim for taking the 
Burger Haven, ,------------------,hot dog to 
burger-lovers are new and 
by no means e x c i t i n g 
limited to Just he i g ht s ! " 
burgers, they can The historic 
choose anything results: 
on a bun. Mike-4.5 
Sandwich style C h r i s -
hot dogs, chicken 8.25 
filets, Italian beef, 
ham & cheese and T h e 
Philly cheese dispute was 
steaks-you name resolved as 
it, they got it! the two 
Both of us e a t e r s 
felt obligated to reveled in 
get the house tasty milk-
specialty: giant 6" s h a k e s . 
d o u b I e Though Jim 
cheeseburgers. o f f e r s 
These mammoth everything 
patties are grilled you could 
in front of your imagine on 
very eyes and~===========:===!!?====:::::=:===:Sithe flavor 
topped with all the,Jw 6 ~ Haven :..s slocat.ed rear arrlls Pe Ctr um, 
fixin's you can_SErrldan. EhJto by Dmiel Dtlaney. _we went with 
handle. Even vanilla and 
though the burger here is a meal in- chocolate (respectively). The shakes 
and-of itself, fries and onion rings are were a strong blend of milk and ice 
delicious compliments. A burger at cream-not too thick, not too thin. The 
Jim's is not your gourmet restaurant results: 
style burger; rather it's a husky fast- Mike-8.0 
food burger at a slim price. Our bigger- Chris-8.0 
than-your-face burgers were barely 
$3.00. The results of Jim's double 
cheeseburgers: 
Mike-7.75 
Chris-8.0 
Our culinary curiosity ignited 
the greatest debate in our short history: 
Jim's hot dog sandwich. Typically, hot 
dogs are served individually on buns, 
but not at the Burger Haven. Here you 
get three hot dogs served open-faced 
on a hamburger bun, smothered with 
great quantities of toppings under three 
dollars. Though we were already full 
Jim's Burger Haven is a tasty 
alternative to .99 cent menus 
everywhere, offering a splendid 
combination of quantity, quality and 
price. In addition to its Sheridan 
location, Jim's can also be found on 
East 88th avenue in Thornton. If you 
know what's good for you, you'll go to 
Jim's Burger Haven-even though it's 
clearly not good for you. Final 
judgment: 
Mike-B 
Chris-A-
2. for $80 
one;'ho1A¥~.-
For a limited time ony 
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12 CALENDAR 
Date 
12/8-12/12 
12/10 
12/12 
1/12 
12/19-20 
12/20 
12/29 
12/31 
12/31 
1/3 
1/3 
12/8 
12/9 
12/9 
12/10 
12/11 
12/16 
Calendar 
December 8th-January 12th 
REGIS E\·ents 
Event @ 
Finals 
Best of Colorado:Movie night Student Lounge 
Last day of Semster 
Fist day of second semester 
REG IS Sports 
Men's Basketball Metro/ Regis Classic 
Men's Basketball v. Bethany College 
Women's Basketball v. Midland Colldege 
Men's Basketball v. Adams State 
Women's Basketball v. Adams State 
Men's Basketball v. Fortlewis 
Women's Basketball v. Fort Lewis 
@ 
Varies 
7:30 
7:00 
1:00 
1:00 
3:00 
1:00 
Deftones 
Blind Boys of Alabama 
93.3 Not So Silent Night 
Brian Setzer Orchestra 
Mistletoe Jam 
The Big Wu 
Fillmore Auditorium 
Boulder Theatre 
Denver Coliseum 
Fillmore Auditorium 
Fillmore Auditorium 
Fox Theatre 
Time 
7:00PM 
December 8th, 2003 
Student Work: Holiday Help! 
Immediate openings 
Fair Pay! No cold calling, no canvassing. 
Customer sales/service. All ages 18+. 
Special 1-5 week work program for semester break. 
Can continue PT in spring or secure summer position 
East/SE Denver 306-1247 West/SW Denver 238-4993 
Student work: Holiday Help!! 
Immediate openings, Fair Pay! No 
cold calling, no canvassing. 
Customer Sales/service. All ages 
18+. Special 1-5 week work 
program for semester break. Can 
continue PT in spring or secure 
summer position. 
E/SE Denver: 306-1247 
W/SW Denver: 238-4993 
